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Simulating cancer-cell kinetics after drug treatment: Application to cisplatin
on ovarian carcinoma
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The kinetics of a cancer-cell population under the effects of an antitumoral drug is a topic of particular
interest. Its theoretical understanding, along with the improvement of experimental investigation techniques,
can indeed play an important role in antitumoral therapies development. Starting from the analysis of flow-
cytometric data, with the aid of computer simulation we are able to give a detailed, quantitative description of
the main kinetic parameters describing drug action on cancer cells. In this paper we describe the main features
of our investigation method, showing an application to Igrov-1 ovarian carcinoma cells treated with cisplatin.
Intermitotic time of phases, cell-cycle delay, and block effects with consequent repair or cell mortality, in a
wide range of drug doses and recovery times, are discussed and interesting information about cisplatin action
is found.@S1063-651X~98!11504-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main features of cancer-cell populations
the lack of growth control. Normal cells proliferate eith
during embryogenesis and development of the organism
more generally, whenever required by the organism its
Most cells spend almost all their life in a quiescent state.
when a cell population becomes cancerous, this state
controlled reproduction is abandoned and the mitotic cy
becomes continuous. Of course the primary aim of ant
moral drug treatment is to kill or at least stop the prolife
tion of cancer cells. Thus the birth and development
tumors and the effects of clinical therapy can all be cons
ered as changes in cell cycling. Hence the study of can
cell kinetics under the influence of drugs becomes a v
interesting experimental and theoretical tool. A popu
experimental technique utilized for studying cell-cyc
kinetics is flow cytometry~FC! ~an exhaustive description o
this technique can be found in Ref.@1#!, whose potential
in providing important experimental data has still not be
fully exploited. Especially since the introduction of rece
phase-specific staining using monoclonal antibodies,
information conveyed by flow-cytometric measures is
markable. Unfortunately, however, it is not always ea
to interpret these data in terms of kinetic parameters,
sometimes it becomes ambiguous, as pointed out be
Without theoretical and computational support, quantitat
results are hard to extract from flow-cytometric data. In or
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to avoid these interpretation problems, we developed a si
lation program based on a realistic modelization of cell
netics, which gives all the flow-cytometric observables
output. Once the experimental data are fitted by the sim
tion, a quantitative and detailed description of the kine
scenario becomes possible, through estimates of a set o
netic parameters governing cancer growth after drug tr
ment. Interpretation of the results in terms of the underly
molecular biology is beyond our intentions, and we sh
limit our observation to cell population kinetics. We sha
therefore omit details of the description of cell culture prep
ration, cytochemical techniques, or any discussion of
chemistry of the drug and its molecular mechanism of act
against cancer cells~cisplatin cross-linking action on the
DNA molecule is modeled in Ref.@2#!. This paper concen-
trates on the interaction between ovarian cancer cells
cisplatin, one of the most important drugs in the therapy
this disease. Ovarian carcinoma is the sixth most frequ
form of cancer worldwide~for a guideline on ovarian cance
see Ref.@3#!. Most patients respond to platinum-based fir
line therapy, but untreatable relapse follows in most cas
leading to only 30% survival five years from diagnos
From a pure kinetic point of view, cisplatin tends to bloc
cancer cells in the last intermitotic phase,G2 @4#. Effects
on other phases (S and G1) have been occasionally de
scribed@5#. However, no detailed, quantitative information
found in the literature, and cisplatin is still generally cons
ered aG2-blocking drug. In this work we will show tha
cisplatin action is much more complex, and present a qu
titative description of its action in vitro on ovarian carcinom
Igrov-1 cells.

,
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II. THEORY

A. Cell cycle

Mitotic cellular reproduction has been known to ex
since the end of the last century. Between 1951 and 19
Howard and Pelc@6,7# discovered that DNA synthesis mark
just a central part of the cell’s life. This observation su
gested dividing the cell cycle into threephasesof growth,
plus the real mitotic event. Cells enter the cell cycle~see Fig.
1! in a first growth phase, calledG1 . This is the period of
life from the cell’s birth till the beginning of DNA synthesis
In the S phase, cells duplicate their DNA. Then another g
is required before mitosis occurs: theG2 phase. The last ste
is cell division, mitosis. In addition, cells may enter a quie
cent state withinG1 , calledG0 . Many cells spend most o
their life in G0 , without cycling. The study of the molecula
events characterizingG1 , S, andG2 phases is now a vigor
ous sector in cell biology. From the point of view of th
numerical growth of a population of cancer cells, experim
tal evidence indicates periods of exponential growth, dur
which a steady state is reached, where the fraction of cel
every intermitotic phase is constant. This is called asynch
nous growth. Using an elementary theory of asynchron
growth, it is possible to demonstrate@8# that the fraction of
cells with agea from its birth, at the laboratory timet, is
given by ~see Fig. 2!

n~a,t !

N~ t !
}e2ca. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, c is the exponential growth constant of the pop
lation, n(a,t) the number of cells with agea at the obser-
vation timet, andN(t) the overall cell number at the sam
time. Integrating this distribution over the phases timesTG1

,

TS , and TG2
, the following relationships are obtained b

tween the kinetic parameters (TG1
, TS , and TG2

and their

sum, the cell cycle timeTC) and the percentages of cells
the various phases (%G1 , %S, %G2):

FIG. 1. A schematic cell-cycle representation

FIG. 2. Time-independent age distribution in asynchrono
growth (TC510 h,TG1

52h, TS56 h in this example!.
3,
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Equations~2! are valid if there is no intercell variability
i.e., if every cell is considered to spend exactly a timeTG1

in

theG1 phase, a timeTS in theS phase, and a timeTG2
in the

G2 phase. In Sec. III we will correct this assumption. Ne
ertheless it had been demonstrated@9# that Steel formulas are
a good approximation for asynchronous growth, interpre
ing TG1

, TS , andTG2
as mean phase durations.

Drug administration forces cells to leave asynchrono
growth, their kinetics becoming much harder to descri
The main effects are~a! cell death;~b! cell-cycle phase de-
lays; and~c! blocks: at the end of a particular phase, a c
only enters the next one if it passes an internal molecu
check @10–12#. Drug-damaged cells can stop their cycle
the checkpoints.

Effects~a!, ~b!, and~c! can be time dependent, giving ris
to even more complex kinetics. Our model takes accoun
all these phenomena, simulating the consequences on rea
experimental data.

B. Cell-cycle simulation

Our computer program simulates cell cycling at differe
levels of complexity. At the lower level, we assume that
the cells of the population under investigation cycle in t
same way, i.e., with no intercell differences in phase du
tion. It may be useful to divide the cell-cycle duratio
TC5TG1

1TS1TG2
into a convenient numberN of steps,

each of a lengthD such thatTC5ND ~see Fig. 3!. Let
G1(k,t) be the number of cells in thekth step ofG1 @group-
ing cells with age between (k21)D and kD] at a certain
time t, similar definitions holding forS(k,t) and G2(k,t).
The time course ofG1(k,t), S(k,t), andG2(k,t) from t to
t1D is immediately obtained considering the following s
of equations:

G2~k11,t !5G2~k,t2D!,

1G2
,k<kMG2

S kMG2
5

TG2

D
D ,

G2~1G2
,t !5S~kMS

,t2D!,
s

FIG. 3. Cell-cycle step division in the absence of intercell va
ability.
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S~k11,t !5S~k,t2D!, 1S,k<kMS S kMS
5

TS

D D ,
~3!

S~1S ,t !5G1~kMG1
,t2D!,

G1~k11,t !5G1~k,t2D!, 1G1
,k<kS S kMG1

5
TG1

D
D ,

G1~1G1
,t !52G2~kMG2

,t2D!.

At the second level of complexity, intercell variabilit
of the phase duration is considered, meaning that not
the cells spend the same timeTph in each phase~from
here on ph will indicateG1 , S, or G2). There will be a
probability distributionFph(k), giving the likelihood of a
cell of phase agek leaving the phase. Experimentally
has been observed@13# that a good approximation forFph(k)
is a reciprocal-normal distribution, though what follow
is independent of the choice, the only assumption be
that Fph(k) is a two-parameter distribution, fully specifie
if the first two moments are known. It is convenient
consider three different cell-cycle step divisions, one
each phase, and three probability distributions of phase t
sit times Fph. The input set of kinetic parameters is no
$TG1

,TS ,TG2
,CVG1 ,CVS ,CVG2%, whereTG1

, TS , andTG2

are mean times of phases, andCVG1 , CVS , andCVG2 are
the coefficients of variation of the probability distribution
~given by the ratio of standard deviation to the mean!. Note
thatFph(k) does not need to be zerok.kMph

: that is exactly
what intercell variability means~see Fig. 4!. In practice, the
reciprocal-normal distributionsFph(k) were cut off for
k5Kph exceeding six standard deviations from the me
phase duration and then consequently normalized.

Once the factor

Dph~k!5
Fph~k!

F12 (
j 51

k21

Fph~ j !G ~4!

is introduced, it is not hard to verify~for more details, see
Ref. @14#! that the system equations are

FIG. 4. When intercell variability is considered,Tph becomes
just the mean value of the time each cell spends in a phase b
leaving it. Each phase is now characterized by a functionFph(a),
giving the probability of completing a phase in a timea. After a
few standard deviations from the mean,Fph(a) can be cut off to
zero. We usedKph to indicate the last value ofk for which Fph is
not zero.
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G2~k11,t !5G2~k,t2D!@12DG2
~k!#,

G2~1G2
,t !5 (

k51

KS

S~k,t2D!DS~k!,

S~k11,t !5S~k,t2D!@12DS~k!#,
~5!

S~1S ,t !5 (
k51

KG1

G1~k,t2D!DG1
~k!,

G1~k11,t !5G1~k,t2D!@12DG1
~k!#,

G1~1G1
,t !52(

k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!.

In the third level of complexity, the mitotic event is con
sidered in greater detail. We introducedpmit , the mean num-
ber (<2) of living newborn cells originating from a mitotic
event, and the precycle phaseG0 . We simulatedG0 as a
single-compartment phase, so nok index is needed, assum
ing first-order exit kinetics. Moreover, newborn cells~i.e.,
pmit times the number of cells exitingG2) have a probability
bpG0 of bypassingG0 ~thus 12bpG0

represents the prob

ability of moving intoG0). Once a cell falls intoG0 , pG0G1
is the chance it has of leavingG0 and enteringG1 with every
time step. The equation forG0 adds to Eqs.~5!, where the
G1(1,t) equation also changes:

G1~1G1
,t !5G0~ t2D!pG0G1

1bpG0pmit (
k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!,

~6!

G0~ t !5G0~ t2D!~12pG0G1!

1~12bpG0!pmit (
k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!.

FIG. 5. Growth curves measured with a Coulter counter. O
population was divided into different tissue-culture flasks; er
bars arise from three different flask counts. In this graph, the
number is normalized over the initial number of untreated cells~i.e.,
over the control 0-h number of cells!.
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FIG. 6. DNA histograms measured 24, 48, and 72 h after cisplatin treatment at the indicated doses. Cells deriving from three r
flasks, i.e., independently treated with the same dose, were pooled, and 10 000 cells from the pool were analyzed and represen
frequency histogram. DNA content corresponding toG1 andG2 cells is indicated.G2 peak position is doubleG1 , confirming the stoichio-
metric DNA-PI binding. An accumulation of cells in theG2 peak is particulary evident in the 50- and 75-mM histograms.
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The highest complexity level takes into account the
netic effect of a drug. Cells can be blocked, particularly
the checkpoints at the end ofG1 and G2 , or they can be
generally slowed down in their cycle. Entering a cell-cyc
phase, they may stop cycling, becoming definitively qui
cent. They can also be killed by the drug at a distinct rate
every phase. Blocks are simulated using the parame
pphB

in, representing the fraction of cells entering a spec
compartment of blocked cells, out of the cells which, follo
ing Eqs.~5! and~6!, should live their phases at a certain tim
step. Blocked cells may either repair the damage cause
the drug and recycle, or die in the block. The probabilities
these events arepphB

out and pphB
die. Freezing acts differ-

ently, inhibiting the age maturation of a fractionpphF of
nonblocked cells which populates a certain phase ph at
laboratory timet. Obviously, until they are frozen, cells ar
not able to change their age compartment. Freezing can
drive cells to death: in our simulationpphFpphF

die frozen
cells are eliminated every time step. The overall effect
freezing is a delay in the mean transit time in a given pha
Cells entering a given phase may otherwise become de
tively quiescent with a probabilitypphQ. Quiescent cells ac
cumulate in a specific compartmentQ, in which death occurs
with a probabilitypphQ

die every time step. Last, we consid
ered proliferating cell loss, as a possible direct effect of
drug regardless of cell cycle perturbations. This was sim
lated by introducing a nonzero probabilitypph

die of leaving the
cell population. Introducing all these parameters, we did
-
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explicitly introduce their time dependence, so as to simp
our formalism, but we are able to consider it. This is cruci
because it is biologically clear that blocks, delays, and de
are time dependent. Taking all real drug effects into acco
we are now ready to compare our simulations with expe
mental results. Final system equations should be easy fo
reader to compute, though formally heavy, and are given
Appendix A.

One of the most interesting types of experimental
information comes from the analysis of bromodeoxyuridi
~BrdUrd!-labeled cells. Our program simulates this too,
dividing each phase-occupation number distribution Ph(k,t)
into positive-BrdUrd and negative-BrdUrd distributions.
practice, at a given labeling time, every cell in theS phase
becomes BrdUrd positive, fillingS1(k,t). After that time,
the evolution of positive and negative cells is followed, co
sidering that a positive cell which doubles gives two posit
cells, and that the presence of BrdUrd does not change
already discussed evolution equations. Thus, the prog
computes two parallel cycles, one describingG0

2(k,t),
G1

2(k,t), S2(k,t), and G2
2(k,t), and the otherG0

1(k,t),
G1

1(k,t)S1(k,t), and G2
1(k,t). Obviously Ph(k,t)

5Ph2(k,t)1Ph1(k,t).

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Igrov cancer cellsin vitro in their exponential phase o
growth were treated for one hour with cisplatin at differe
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doses, from 10 to 200mM. Cell kinetics after treatment wa
measured using standard flow-cytometric techniques an
counting the cells with a Coulter counter. The flow
cytometer~Becton Dickinson FACSort! and Coulter counter
~Coulter Electronics ZM! are commercial machines. Whe
required, BrdUrd~the role of this nucleotide is explaine
here, but for a review concerning its use in FC, see Ref.@15#!
was added at the end of drug treatment. Then the drug
BrdUrd were washed away, and cells were left in a free-d
culture medium for the recovery times indicated. At the e
of recovery, cells were detached, counted~Fig. 5 shows its
growth curves!, and fixed in cold 70% ethanol. Fixed cel
underwent cytochemical and immunocytochemical tre
ments with the appropriate probes and were analyzed by

One-parametric DNA analysis using propidium (PI) i
dide staining

Fixed cells were stained with 2mg/ml of PI in phosphate
buffer saline. PI is a fluorescent DNA probe which interc
lates between DNA base pairs in a stoichiometric way~for a
review concerning PI staining, see Ref.@16#!. These cells are
then analyzed with the FC, passing one at a time through
argon laser beam~l5488 nm!, producing a PI fluorescen
signal proportional to their DNA content. Fluorescen
pulses are detected by a photomultiplier tube~PMT!, ampli-
fied by an electronic chain and the measures of their inte
intensities ~again proportional to the DNA content of th
single cells@17#! are memorized by the dedicated comput
Signals from at least 10 000 cells were collected, giving f
quency histograms for the cellular DNA content in the c
population under study~see Fig. 6!. DNA histograms were
analyzed using a previously described software@18#, obtain-
ing %G1 , %S, and %G2 .

Two-parametric FC analysis of cellular DNA content an
BrdUrd incorporation

The status of DNA synthesizing cells at the end of tre
ment was probed by pulse treatment with BrdUrd.S-phase
cells incorporate BrdUrd instead of thymidine during DN
synthesis. After fixing, BrdUrd was detected by a spec
antibody~FITC-anti-BrdUrd! conjugated to a fluorochrome
as previously described@19#. PI and FITC-anti-BrdUrd fluo-
rescence pulses were measured on the same cell at the
time by two PMT’s, placed at the end of two distinct optic
paths selecting the not-overlapping wavelength ranges c
acteristic of PI~600–660 nm! and FITC~515–545 nm! fluo-
rescence emissions. In this way, biparametric histogra
such as those presented as dot plots in Fig. 7 are obta
For a 0-h recovery time, cells labeled by FITC-anti-BrdU
~BrdUrd-positive! are exactlyS-phase cells, whilenegative
cells are partG1 and partG2 phases, distinguishable by the
DNA content. Later on, BrdUrd-positive cells maintain the
label, allowing their recognition while crossing the succe
sive G2 , transmitting the label to their descendants enter
G1 , and so on. Thus, at any time, BrdUrd-positive cells
cells that were in theS phase at the time of treatment, o
their descendents. In our experimental plan, this long
costly analysis was done at 0- and 6-h recovery times.
ditional BrdUrd measures at particular recovery times
still possible, to resolve simulation scenarios equally fitti
the other data.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Qualitative analysis of the measures

A certain amount of qualitative information can be o
tained by visual inspection of the rough experimental d
~Figs. 5, 6, and 7!. Figure 5 is the easiest to interpret. Whe
no drug is present~control data!, the growth is, as expected
exponential~the curve

N~ t !5N~0!et~ ln 2/Tc!

fits the data withTC519.95h, r 250.996). Growth inhibition
was already apparent after 10mM, and became strong at th
dose of 30mM. For higher doses cell loss is clearly demo
strated by the decline in the growth curves. Figure 6 give
more precise idea of drug effects. Low~lower thanG1) DNA
content cells were observed at high doses. These sig
were due to cellular debris containing small portions

TABLE I. Cell-cycle percentages and phase durations: comp
son between experimental data~untreated control samples!, simu-
lated results and Steel estimates@Eq. ~2!#.

%G1 %S %G2

Expt. 56 34.5 9.5
Sim. 56 34.5 9.5

TG1
TS TG2

Steel@Eq. ~2!# 9.5 7.9 2.6
Sim. 9.5 8 2.5

FIG. 7. Biparametric PI-fluorescence~DNA content! and FITC-
fluorescence~BrdUrd contnent! plots, 6 h after treatment. The di
agonal line separates BrdUrd positive cells~in the S phase at the
time of labeling, i.e., at 0 h! from BrdUrd-negative ones~in G1

2 and
G2

2 phases at the labeling time!. Negative cells do not give a zer
signal because of a small overlap between PI and FITC emis
spectra. Cells derving from three replicated flasks were pooled,
10 000 cells from the pool were analyzed. BrdUrd-positive ce
with G1 DNA content were born~in the time interval 0–6 h! from
mitosis of cells inS phase at the drug treatment time. Few of the
are detected in samples treated at doses higher than 50mM. Not yet
divided BrdUrd-positive cells are found at the end of theS-phase
~the DNA content is close to theG2 peak! and inG2 ~always at 6 h!
in controls. Many of them are still at the beginning and in t
middle of theS phase in treated samples at doses higher than
mM.
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TABLE II. Experimental and simulated data at 24, 48, and 72 h.N is the total number of cells normalize
on the initial number before drug treatment~0-h control!. %G1 , %S and %G2 are obtained from the DNA
histograms shown in Fig. 6. The drug doses unit ismM.

Dose Time %G1~expt.! %G1~sim.! %S~expt.! %S~sim.! %G2~expt.! %G2~sim.! N~expt.! N~sim.!

10 24 52 51 29 30 19 19 1.3960.21 1.58
10 48 60 59 30 31 9 10 2.9660.45 3.14
10 72 57 58 35 33 8 9 6.4860.81 6.27
30 24 35 35 30 30 36 35 1.0760.12 0.99
30 48 51 50 31 31 19 19 1.9260.08 1.86
30 72 57 55 28 29 15 16 2.1060.13 2.21
50 24 31 31 31 33 38 36 0.9660.11 0.89
50 48 43 41 19 22 38 37 1.2060.02 1.23
50 72 46 48 36 33 18 19 0.8460.07 0.92
75 24 35 34 41 39 24 27 0.6060.15 0.72
75 48 35 37 24 23 41 40 0.9460.02 0.93
75 72 39 39 32 32 29 30 0.6860.02 0.67
100 24 35 35 39 38 26 26 0.5460.04 0.57
100 48 40 38 28 29 32 32 0.6060.02 0.58
100 72 32 35 36 33 32 33 0.4960.04 0.52
200 24 45 45 41 42 14 13 0.4160.04 0.40
200 48 45 46 40 39 15 16 0.2660.07 0.26
200 72 42 44 38 38 20 19 0.3060.05 0.25
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DNA, originating from cells destroyed by the drug treatme
and are indicative of cell death.G1 , S, andG2 percentages
calculated from DNA histograms, are reported in Table
~untreated cells! and II ~treated cells!. From a qualitative
point of view, 10 mM of cisplatin induced only a slight
temporary~at 24 h! increase in theG2 percentage. At 30
mM, at 24 h, theG2 increase was more evident. This mea
that part of the cells in this phase were blocked. The po
lation in G2 declined at subsequent times. Increasing
dose to 50mM, the G2 block was more stable in time. Ver
similar situations, always from a qualitative point of view
were found at 75 and 100mM, while for the highest dose
~200 mM! a very large amount of cellular debris was o
served. Figure 7 shows a biparametric PI-FITC-anti-BrdU
plot, with the corresponding numerical data shown in Ta
III. At t56 h, part of the BrdUrd-positive cells, in theS
phase att50 h, had time to divide, reachingG1 . TS occur-
ing around 8 h, another part of the BrdUrd-positive cells w
still crossing the lateS phase andG2 . Note that the 10- and
30-mM plots are similar, suggesting that the divergence
the effects, observed in DNA histograms att524 h, occurs
,

I

s
-

e

d
e

s

f

later, possibly on daughters of treated cells. At higher do
~50 and 75mM!, positive cells clearly reduce the cyclin
speed, as demonstrated by the fact that the cloud of BrdU
positive cells is only slightly shifted to the right in 6 h. Th
effect is even more evident for the two highest doses, wh
biparametric graph is very similar to the 0-h one, indicati
an almost total cycle freeze. This qualitative assessmen
results cannot proceed further, even it presents some a
guity, because the percentage of cells blocked, say, inG2 , is
dependent on the delays, blocks and deaths, experience
the cells in the other phases before reaching theG2 check-
point. Moreover, cell death can be argued from the decline
the growth curve, but its connection with cell-cycle even
cannot be directly inferred by simple examination of the h
tograms.

B. Simulations

The task of the computer simulation is to consider
experimental data together, with a number of drug doses
recovery times, to give a complete coherent kinetic scena
e
f

TABLE III. Eperimental and simulated percentages and cell number (N) at 6 h. Cell percentages ar
calculated from the biparametric PI-FITC-anti-BrdUrd graphs shown in Fig. 7. %tot1 is the percentage o
BrdUrd-positive cells, while %1C1 is the percentage of undivided BrdUrd-positive cells, still inS andG2

phases. The drug dose unit ismM.

Dose Time tot1~expt.! tot1~sim.! 1C1~expt.! 1C1~sim.! G1
2~expt.! G1

2~sim.! N~expt.! N~sim.!

10 6 36 37 24 24 43 43 1.1360.06 1.10
30 6 32 34 26 27 55 53 0.9160.08 0.87
50 6 36 36 32 32 56 56 0.7360.06 0.81
75 6 35 35 31 31 60 59 0.9160.08 0.80
100 6 28 29 25 25 65 64 0.6060.09 0.64
200 6 32 30 31 29 61 62 0.6460.06 0.58
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FIG. 8. Parameters describing the effect of the drug in theG1 phase, in the scenario fitting the whole set of FC and cell number d
Block G1 representspG1

Bin ~the fraction of cells exiting the block in 0.5 h out of cells leavingG1 . Exit block G1 representspG1
Bout ~the

fraction of cells exiting the block in 0.5 h out ofG1 blocked cells!. Death G1 representspG1
Bdie ~the fraction of cells which die in 0.5 h ou

of G1 blocked cells!.
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with a quantitative estimate of block duration and strength
each phase, filtered for the consequences of other phas
terations. Once the input baseline set of kinetic parame
$TG1

,TS ,TG2
,CVG1

,CVS ,CVG2
% was determined, fitting the

data of untreated cells~see Table I for a comparison betwee
Steel results and simulated data!, we started to simulate th
data on cisplatin-treated cells, with a trial-and-error pro
dure, always based on a biological knowledge of the p
nomena. To reduce the redundancy of descriptive par
eters, drug effects onG1 and G2 were described only by
block parameters, and those on theS phase by freezing pa
rameters. This choice is biologically sustainable, sinceG1
and G2 molecular checkpoints are known to be active
intercepting damaged cells, blocking them until the dam
is repaired or cell death occurs, while there is not a defin
checkpoint in theS phase. Another biological assumption
that cell death is an end point that follows blocking or,
n
al-
rs

-
-
-

e
e

t

least, slowing down of biological functions and cell-cyc
progression, unless very high drug exposure causes imm
ate disruption of the cell. Moreover, biological coheren
imposes a trend of some drug effects over time and do
which led us to eliminate, for example, the fittings obtain
with reduction of deaths with increasing dose as biologica
unfair scenarios. We assumed for all parameters a simpli
time dependence, considering them constant within the
servation intervals~0–6, 6–24, 24–48, and 48–72 h!. Thus
parameter values should be interpreted as mean values i
given interval. We used a 0.5-h time step, which mean
very high temporal resolution compared to typical interv
of data collection in FC experiments. Because simulat
parameters are reported in units of cell%/~100 time steps!, a
cell death of, for example, 0.1 amongG2-phase blocked cells
means that 10% of the total number ofG2-phase blocked
cells at that time die every 30 min. Because the experime
FIG. 9. Parameters describing the effect of the drug in theG2 phase, in a scenario fitting the whole set of FC data.Block G2 repre-
sentspG2

Bin ~the fraction of cells exiting the block in 0.5 h out of cells leavingG2 ). Exit block G2 representspG2
Bout ~the fraction of

cells exiting the block in 0.5 h out ofG2 blocked cells!. Death G2 representspG2
Bdie ~the fraction of cells which die in 0.5 h out ofG2

blocked cells!.
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FIG. 10. Parameters describing the effect of the drug in theS phase, in the scenario fitting the whole set of FC data.S Delayrepresents
pSF ~the fraction of cellsfrozenin 0.5 h out ofS-phase cells!. Death SrepresentspSFdie ~the fraction of cells which die in 0.5 h out ofS
frozen cells!.
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precision of FC percentages is about 3%, and cell cou
10%, the fitting was considered satisfactory when the exp
mental data were reproduced with the same precision.
initial plan was to find, by trial-and-error procedure, mo
than one biologically appropriate scenario, and challenge
alternatives by specific additional measures, as should h
been suggested by the simulation itself. However, no rea
able alternative to the scenario outlined below was fou
All attempts to fit the data limiting the drug effect to one
two phases were unsuccessful~in Appendix B we shall dis-
cuss this point in more detail, giving a practical example
the fitting procedure!. Thus the first feature of the resultin
scenario is that perturbations have been introduced in e
phase. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the dose and time de
dence of the block, repair, and death parameters~or delay
parameter for theS phase!.

G1 phase (see Fig. 8)
Cisplatin blocksG1 cells in all recovery times we ana

lyzed. The block strength is maximum during the first peri
~say 6 h! after treatment. Subsequently the effect becom
weaker but it is always noticeable. Looking at the dose
pendence, the block already manifests itself strongly at
mM. At higher doses, no significant changes in blo
strength are detected. Block repair is prompt, for already
the period 6–24 h, and exit was allowed for. In our scena
repair was easier at low doses. AG1 block induces an im-
mediate, strong loss effect, increasing with dose. After
initial recovery times, cell death seems negligible in a w
range of observation times~6–48 h!. Only after 48 h does
cell loss become appreciable again.

G2 phase (see Fig. 9)
The G2 block is continuous in time as well. It does n

appear to weaken significantly during the whole period
analyzed. Only between 48 and 72 h do the cisplatin ef
on G2 cells seem weaker. Raising the drug dose from 10
50 mM, the block rapidly becomes stronger. After 50mM, on
the other hand, no significant increases in block strength
seen. Repair is possible only for low and intermediate do
and takes more time than for theG1 block. Cell-loss analysis
for the G1 block seems to be valid forG2 too: indeed, there
is a strong dose-related loss in the first hours after drug tr
ts
ri-
ur
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e
e
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ment. A small difference may be found for longer recove
times: low and intermediate doses seem more effective
killing cells between 48 and 72 h, while no loss is se
between 6 and 48 h. The highest doses (100 and 200mM!,
have a continuous loss effect; 200mM causes cell death from
0 to 72 h, while 100mM do not kill cells only between 6 and
24 h.

S phase (see Fig. 10)
Cisplatin slows theS-cell cycle. TheS-phase delay is

shown in Fig. 10~left panel!, as measured by the paramet
pSF, as explained in Sec. II. The value ofpSF in the first
6 h after treatment, for doses higher than 30mM, is close
to 0.6, which corresponds to a 100% increase in the time
the S phase. Only 200mM causes a strongS-phase delay,
continuous over time. At intermediate doses, there is abi-
phasicbehavior: theS delay is noticeable at first~0–6 h!,
increasing slightly until 24 h but decreasing from 24 and
h to reach its original strength again at the final observat

TABLE IV. Percentages ofG1 ~upper table! and G2 ~lower!
blocked cells in the scenario fitting the whole set of FC and c
number data.

% of G1 blocked cells
Time ~h! 10 mM 30 mM 50 mM 75 mM 100 mM 200 mM

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 9.2 17.5 22.2 24.6 21.6 22.0
24 14.3 20.7 21.6 27.1 30.1 42.3
48 12.6 10.8 13.9 15.4 18.2 28.9
72 8.5 13.7 15.4 11.1 10.1 14.0

% of G2 blocked cells
Time ~h! 10 mM 30 mM 50 mM 75 mM 100 mM 200 mM

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2.0 5.9 7.9 7.4 8.7 11.9
24 12.6 28.1 29.9 25.3 24.5 12.2
48 2.5 10.6 30.0 33.8 28.3 11.6
72 1.4 7.6 12.9 24.4 28.5 14.8
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time. For the lowest doses (10 and 30mM! the S delay
decreases with time.S-cell loss seems important only at th
highest doses, and during the first hours after treatm
Nevertheless for all doses over 10mM cisplatin can cause
S-cell death, especially just after treatment and after a lo
recovery time.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We developed a simulation model of the cell cycle, w
the intention of creating a useful tool for researchers. In t
research field, involving scientists from different discipline
one of the main problems is the distance between theore
and experimental approaches. Our simulation program r
on an ordinary Pentium PC, is easy to handle, and g
results directly comparable with experimental ones. Its ma
ematical machinery is perhaps less refined than other pu
theoretical models proposed in the cancer-cell kinetics fi
~for a review, see Ref.@20#!, but it is fully based on param
eters with a clear biological meaning, and allows a link w
experimental data. In this paper we described the kinetic
fects of cisplatin on Igrov-1 cells. Our simulation progra
enabled us to find a scenario satisfactorily fitting all da
with a smooth dose dependence. This gave us a deta
description of block, delay, repair, and death effects. We
not claim that the set of simulation parameters we found
the only one to fit all the data. However, we found no alt
native biologically coherent picture of the events, fully com
patible with our set of more than 120 data at different tim
and doses. The simulation results indicated that at a g
time, block strength increases with the dose, while the t
dependence is more complex. Cisplatin acts immediately
cells in theG1 phase, at all the doses we analyzed, wh
cells treated with lower doses in the last cell cycle pha
experience a milderG2 block that cells subsequently reac
ing theG2 checkpoint. As we pointed out, cisplatin is com
monly known as an antitumoral drug that blocks cells
G2 . Table IV reports simulated percentages ofG1 and
G2 blocked cells. Our data confirm theG2 block as a
very important kinetic effect caused by cisplatin on Igrov
cells but, at the same time, show the fundamental role of
G1 block. After a recovery time of 24 h,G1 blocked cells,
for example, are between 14%~10 mM! and 43%~200 mM!
of the total population. Note that at 24 h for a dose
200 mM, histograms give a totalG1 occupation of 45%;
this means that almost every cell inG1 is blocked at this
time. This effect was completely hidden by histogram pl
alone: going back to Fig. 5, and comparing cont
(%G1556%) and 200mM (%G1545%), it would have
been impossible to infer the existence of aG1 block. Only
with a simulation able to considerG1 , S, andG2 occupation
percentages together with the growth curve was it poss
to detect theG1 block and estimate its strength. We we
t.
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able to describe the fate of blocked cells, from the tim
course of repair and death probabilities. They describe
block in more detail, giving information not included in th
block strength.pphB

out and pphB
die act on blocked cells, so

that to evaluate the importance — that is the number
cells exiting — in repair or death at a certain timet, one
must multiply them by percentage of the blocked cells
that time ~reported in Table IV!. No repair was observed
in the first 6 h~Figs. 8 and 9, second panels!, meaning that
it takes longer to complete the sequencecheckpoint block
plus DNA repair. During the second observation perio
~6–24 h!, G1 and G2 blocks show different behaviors, th
latter being closed, while someG1 cells exit from their
block. This suggests different behaviors of the two bloc
the G2 block needing a longer repair time. Between
and 48 h and during the last observation period~48–72 h!,
both G1 and G2 blocked cells repair. Again, theG2 block
looks stronger because cell repair is negligible at medi
and high doses. As regards the time course of death,
death rate was high in the first hours with all doses grea
than 10mM, regardless of the phase. Thus there is init
cisplatin toxicity, leading to cell death in a short time. At th
highest dose~200 mM!, up to 50% of the initial population
dies in the first 6 h and most surviving cells remain block
thereafter. Between 6 and 48 h, the death rate is neglig
for all doses except 200mM. Cell death rises again only in
the last 24 h of observation. This kind of time dependen
can be interpreted as meaning that most sensitive cells d
a short time during and after treatment; subsequently,
drug induces blocks and freezing. Cells blocked in the c
tral period of our observation, which are too damaged
repair, die at later times. In conclusion, on account of
continuous and prolonged action, the low number of rep
ing cells, and the time required for repair to start, theG2
block can be considered the major effect of low and/or int
mediate cisplatin doses on ovarian carcinoma cells. Howe
the G1 block andS delay, with peculiar kinetic characteris
tics, are also active, and make a substantial contribution
the drug’s effect. We want to emphasize that our cell-kinet
analysis method can be applied without additional proble
to any other cancerous population — antitumoral drug s
tem. In this paper we presented our first application, but
are confident we will be soon able to collect and analy
much more data, so that quantitative comparisons betw
different drugs action on a particular cancerous populat
will be possible.

APPENDIX A: COMPLETE SET OF EQUATIONS
DESCRIBING DRUG EFFECTS ON CANCER CELLS

IN OUR MODEL

Here we want to report the full equations system utiliz
to reach the results described in this paper.
G2~k11,t !5G2~k,t2D!@12DG2
~k!#~12pG2

F !~12pG2

die!1G2~k11,t2D!pG2
F~12pG2

Fdie!,

G2~1,t !5FS~B,t2D!pSBout1~12pSBin!(
k51

KS

S~k,t2D!DS~k!~12pSF !~12pS
die!G ~12pG2

Q!~12pG2

die!
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1G2~1,t2D!pG2
F~12pG2

Fdie!,

G2~B,t !5G2~B,t2D!~12pG2
Bout!~12pG2

Bdie!1pG2
B(

k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!~12pG2

F !~12pG2

die!,

G2~Q,t !5H FS~B,t2D!pSBout1~12pSBin!(
k51

KS

S~k,t2D!DS~k!~12pSF !~12pS
die!GpG2

Q1G2~Q,t2D!J ~12pG2
Qdie!,

S~k11,t !5S~k,t2D!@12DS~k!#~12pSF !~12pS
die!1S~k11,t2D!pSF~12pSFdie!,

S~1,t !5FG1~B,t2D!pG1
Bout1~12pG1

Bin!(
k51

KG1

G1~k,t2D!DG1
~k!~12pG1

F !~12pG1

die!G ~12pSQ!~12pS
die!

1S~1,t2D!pSF~12pSFdie!,

S~B,t !5S~B,t2D!~12pSBout!~12pSBdie!1pSB(
k51

KS

S~k,t2D!DS~k!~12pSF !~12pS
die!,

~A1!

S~Q,t !5H FG1~B,t2D!pG1
Bout1~12pG1

Bin!(
k51

KG1

G1~k,t2D!DG1
~k!~12pG1

die!~12pG1
F !GpG1

Q1S~Q,t2D!J
3~12pSQdie!,

G1~k11,t !5G1~k,t2D!@12DG1
~k!#~12pG1

F !~12pG1

die!1G1~k11,t2D!pG1
F~12pG1

Fdie!,

G1~1,t !5H FG2~B,t2D!pG2
Bout1~12pG2

Bin!(
k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!~12pG2

F !~12pG2

die!GpmitbpG0

1G0~ t2D!pG0G1~12pG0

die!J ~12pG1
Q!~12pG1

die!1G1~1,t2D!pG1
F~12pG1

Fdie!.

G1~B,t !5G1~B,t2D!S 12pG1
Bout~12pG1

Bdie!1pG1
B(

k51

KG1

G1~k,t2D!DG2
~k!~12pG1

F !~12pG1

die!,

G1~Q,t !5H F S G2~B,t2D!pG2
Bout1~12pG2

Bin!(
k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!~12pG2

F !~12pG2

die!D pmitbpG0

1G0~ t2D!pG0G1~12pG0

die!GpG1
Q1G1~Q,t2D!J ~12pG1

Qdie!,

G0~ t !5G0~ t2D!~12pG0G1!~12pG0

die!1FG2~B,t2D!pG2
Bout1~12pG2

Bin!(
k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!

3~12pG2
F !~12pG2

die!Gpmit~12bpG0!~12pG0
Q!,

G0Q~ t !5H FG2~B,t2D!pG2
Bout1~12pG2

Bin!(
k51

KG2

G2~k,t2D!DG2
~k!~12pG2

F !~12pG2

die!Gpmit~12bpG0!pG0
Q

1G0Q~ t2D!J ~12pG0
Qdie!.
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APPENDIX B: FITTING PROCEDURE

One of the main results of this work is that all three i
termitotic phases are perturbed by cisplatin. Here we wan
give an example of a particular fitting, with the aim of sho
ing that if perturbations on a particular phase are not con
ered, the experimental data are not correctly reproduced
us consider a dose of 100mM of cisplatin, and the recovery
time 6–24 h. We assume that we have already fitted
recovery time 0–6 h, with the parameters reported in Figs
9, and 10. We recall that at 6 h we canmake a comparison
with the whole set of Anti-BrdUrd data, so that this initial s
of parameters can be considered a good starting point.
simulation, in good agreement with the experimental da
gives at 6-h, percentages of 68%, 19%, and 13% of cell
G1 , S, andG2 phases, respectively, with a total number
cells ~normalized, as usual, on 0-h control! of 0.64. At 24 h,
the experimental data to fit are %G1535%, %S539%, and
%G2526%, while the total number of cells is 0.57. In th
case, it is obvious that the parameters utilized for 0–6 h
have to be changed, in order to fit 24-h data~when such
evidence is not clear, a good starting point to fit a particu
recovery time is to confirm the parameters utilized for t
previous one!: confirming the strong block inG1 , the experi-
mental evidence of a sharp decrease in %G1 between 6 and
24 h could not be predicted by the simulation. Thus, as a
try, one can decide to act only onG1 block parameters, de
creasing its strength and allowing cell repair. As shown
Table V, even introducing low repairs (0.02) and reduc
the block strength from 0.93 to 0.5, theG1 percentages are
raised. So one could think to raise the repair again and
reduce the block strength further, but this is not really
case: the total number of cells, indeed, is already too h
and the above described action would make it raise m
Thus, one may think about also introducing aG2 block, con-
v

co
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to
e
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firming, as a first try, the value of 0.73 utilized for the 0–6
recovery time. Now~see again Table V! the G1 percentage,
as well as the total number of cells~even if both are still too
high!, draw close to experimental values, but theG2 percent-
age is strongly overestimated, while theS percentage is too
poor. Lowering theG2 block would again raise theG1 per-
centage and the total number of cells, so that a better solu
is to act onS freezing as well. Confirming the previous~0–6
h! value for this parameter, the solution is almost reach
and with a final refinement of the parameters~including a
small S-cell loss!, the fit results are good. In order to mak
our fitting procedure clear, and to show how it arises nec
sarily to perturb all three phases, we chose a particular d
and a particular recovery time. The whole set of experim
tal data has been fitted following the same procedure, alw
checking, in addition, that the complete kinetic scenario f
lowed biological knowledge~as explained is Sec. IV!.

TABLE V. 100 mM of cisplatin, for a recovery time of 24 h
experimental~Expt.! data compared with three different set of p
rameters. Sim.~1!: only G1 perturbation is considered, with a bloc
strength of 0.5 and a 0.02 cell repair. Sim.~2!: same as Sim.~1!, with
a G2 block ~strength: 0.73, no repair! in addition. Sim.~3!: same as
Sim.~2! with a 0.53S freezing in addition. Sim.~3! already fits the
experimental data well; with a small refinement of these parame
~owing to those reported in Figs. 8, 9, and 10! the fit becomes very
satisfactory~as shown in Table II!.

%G1 %S %G2 N
Exp. 35 39 26 0.57

Sim.~1! 71 22 7 1.04
Sim.~2! 40 15 45 0.726
Sim.~3! 32 36 30 0.683
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